Dear Professor/Scholar,

We are pleased to inform you that Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India and Soft Computing Research Society (SCRS) are going to organize the 2nd International Conference on Data Science and Applications (ICDSA 2021) in Virtual Format during April 10-11, 2021. The after-conference proceedings of the ICDSA-2021 will be published in SCOPUS Indexed Springer Book Series "Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems" (LNNS). The proceedings of the first ICDSA-2019 was also published in Lecture Notes in Networks and Systems (https://www.springer.com/gp/book/9789811575600).

We cordially welcome you to make a submission in ICDSA-2021 regarding your recent work. Please also circulate this call for paper among your colleagues and research students.

For more details, please visit the conference website: https://www.icdsa21.scrs.in.

The topics covered (but are not limited to) at the conference are as follows:

- Models and Algorithms
- Data Science Applications
- Data Science Challenges

Submission Deadline: January 25, 2021

Submission Link: https://easychair.org/conferences/?conf=icdsa21

CONTACT
US: icdsa.scrs@gmail.com | icdsa@scrs.in | https://www.icdsa21.scrs.in

Thanks & Regards

Team ICDSA-2021